evasys.
The professional
software for evaluation
projects of any kind.

Efficiently realize
professional surveys
Evasys is the established software solution for the automated and
professional realization of surveys. The evaluation software enables a quick and efficient course of the entire survey process and
is the ideal solution for any area of application.

Whether the feedback of learners, teachers,
seminar participants, employees, patients or
customers should be systematically recorded
– you can realize every evaluation project efficiently and professionally with evasys.
As web-based software, evasys is immediately
available organization-wide and as such enables a quick and flexible start of your project,
regardless of whether you want to host the
system internally or externally. You can design
individual questionnaires in a few steps with
our questionnaire editor. The survey itself can
be conducted as a classic paper-based survey,
online survey or combined as a hybrid survey.
With just a few clicks you can decide on the
right survey medium.

Due to the different participation possibilities
the acceptance from your survey participants
increases considerably. Immediately after
capturing you receive a detailed PDF-report of
your results and can carry out further analyses
with the raw data as a basis.
Worldwide over 1.500 organizations with
thousands of users already use evasys for
their individual evaluation projects. As the
market leader for the cross-media realization
of automated surveys we stand by your side
with over 25 years of experience.

>> Since its installation, evasys runs stably and almost without technical supervision. Updates have so far been installed within a short time and the support team reacts quickly,
friendly and competently to technical questions. <<
R. Hager,
TU Berlin, tubIT - IT Service Center
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Automation

Time-saving

Evasys offers diverse possibilities for the
maximum automation of the survey process.
Already when mapping the internal structure,
existing data can be imported and transferred
automatically into evasys. The imported data
is automatically integrated into the created
questionnaire when generating surveys.
With just a few clicks you can thus receive
any desired number of individually adapted
questionnaires. Before distributing a survey
you can choose to upload participant data,
which is then saved in evasys. The paper
questionnaires are captured via a scanner
and evaluated automatically. You receive a
comprehensive PDF-report of the results
which you can edit individually mere seconds
after scanning.

You can save valuable time and human resources and simultaneously reduce error rates with evasys for both singular as well as
regular or recurring evaluation projects. With
only one click you can generate hundreds of
surveys. The automation of the evaluation
project increases the value of data due to low
error and high response rates and offers the
perfect basis for the subsequent qualitative
processing of collected data. The laborious
retyping of results becomes obsolete. This
way you can concentrate on the findings of
the results and optimize processes.

Complex projects in no time
at all

Accelerate processes, preserve
human resources

Web application

Work anywhere and at anytime,
without additional software
Evasys is a web-based software tool that
is installed centrally and is immediately
available organization-wide, regardless of
whether the system is hosted internally or
externally. Merely a web browser is required
for use, which is already pre-installed on
most systems. An additional installation is
not necessary. The scalable and modern
software architecture supports you with
the problem-free integration into your IT
environment. A quick and smooth start of
your evaluation project is thus guaranteed.
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Various media

Survey process

Different survey target groups require different media to reach them efficiently. With
evasys you have the choice between three
survey mediums: paper-based, online or hybrid. A survey with a paper questionnaire is
the classic solution to receive direct feedback. Online surveys are especially useful for
internet-oriented target groups. Should you
be unsure which of the two alternatives is
preferable, you can combine them in a hybrid survey. A URL as well as a QR-code, which
forward the respondent to the online version
of the survey, are then printed on a paper
questionnaire. The respondent can decide
freely which medium he or she wants to use.
For the participation in an online survey with
mobile devices, for example smart phones or
tablets, the layout is automatically adapted.
Thus it is possible to participate in an online survey anywhere and at any time. By the
way: you can work with evasys on the go as
well. The web-based technology as well as
the support of mobile devices enable work
independent of your work station - even on
the road.

The entire survey process can be illustrated in three steps with evasys. In the first
phase the distinct organizational structure
is mapped and user roles are determined.
Individual questionnaires can be designed
with the questionnaire editor. A generically
designed questionnaire can be automatically
populated with structural data present in the
system and individually adapted with miscellaneous data for any number of surveys. In
the second phase you distribute the survey
to your target group. Paper questionnaires
are printed and distributed, online surveys
are sent. For online surveys EvaSys offers an
effective invitation function. The sending of
PSWDs to survey participants enables representative survey results, as the re-accessing
of the online survey is prevented. In the final
phase captured data is evaluated and analyzed. Immediately after capturing, a comprehensive PDF-report or the raw data for further analyses is available.

Paper-based, online and hybrid
surveys

Evasys survey process in three
steps

Individuality

Personal designs and flexible
questionnaires
Companies and organizations often highly
value a consistent outward presentation. The
corporate design is an important element of
communication. Evasys supports you with
the adherence to your corporate design in
various ways. You can not only create the
content of your questionnaires completely
freely but also have diverse possibilities for
the graphic layout. Use your own company
colors or logos to individually adapt paperbased or online surveys and thus reach a higher acceptance from survey participants.
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Support

About us

We support you after your purchase, so that
your evaluation project becomes a success.
We offer various trainings or coachings for
an optimal introduction to the software. Our
competent team of experts will help you if
any questions arise. Whether via telephone
or e-mail - the support team assists you at
any time with any query.

With more than 1.500 customers and tens of
thousands of users worldwide evasys represents the norm for evaluation solutions. As
an established solution supplier with strong
customer focus we have stood by our customers’ side during the survey process since 1996. In our team, more than 25 years
of development work and experience meet
reliability and innovative capacity. The determination to consequently advance our
software and the will to incorporate our customers’ wishes and ideas into the product
development shape the understanding of
our work. Faithful to the motto “innovation
thrives on advancement” we have the standard that our customers work with a current
and modern system at all times.

First-class support

Innovation

Established software solutions
and technical progress
The satisfaction of our customers is our priority. Therefore we continuously work on the
further development of our software products. We regularly provide our users with
new versions and plug-ins that simplify the
work with evasys. The selection of new functions is constantly inspired by the needs of
our customers and the demands of the market. With our innovative software we will also
support you with future projects to the best
of our ability. An example is the possibility to
integrate evasys via the web service interface into the present IT environment in order
to further optimize or automate internal processes. Thereby evasys becomes an incorporated part of your work flow.

evasys GmbH

Applications

One solution for various
applications
Regardless whether license or subscription
model, extensive project or single survey:
We offer the right solution for all applications. For example for the following areas:
•

Teaching evaluation,

•

Outcome-based evaluation,

•

Alumni surveys,

Your data is in safe hands with
us

•

Seminar evaluation,

•

Employee surveys,

We place utmost importance on data security. Your person-centered data is always saved centrally at the internal IT department.
In evasys you can create different user types
(administrator, sub-administrator, active account, report creator, data entry assistant
etc.) in order to restrict the rights of certain
users. This and many other functions in evasys support you in protecting your data and
managing it securely.

•

Customer surveys,

•

Supplier surveys,

•

Patient surveys,

•

Demand analyses,

•

And many more.

Security
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Interested in the survey software
evasys? We will be happy to advise
you.
Consilium Benelux DCS bv
Vasteland 12
3011 BL Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.:
0031 10 4400 560
Fax:
0031 10 4400 577
Email: info@consiliumdcs.com
www.consiliumdcs.com
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